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Introduction

Shelter is a basic human requirement and without access to housin , f 'I' ' '
denied the opportunity to contribute to society to their true social a d
bedrock upon which all other aspects of society are built, such as health, d t'
It is therefore a responsibility of government to ensure that an otent' I b
new dwellings to house the growing and ageing population are removed.

The housing market in Australia faces a very high tax burden, es eciall d
The residential building industry is one of the most hi hl taxed ' d
contributing a disproportionately high level of revenue to ovemment, '
proportion of the economic activity generated by the sector. This taxat' b d
adequate supply of new housing and acts as a constraint on productivit wth.

Specific taxes on individual industry sectors distort the pattern of con t'
what would be optimal without the tax. Broad-based taxes that a I t 11
create the inefficiencies of distorting the preferred patterns of consum t' d d
from a specific industry tax to a broad-based one removes such ineffi ' , 11
increase in the value of consumption. '

An aim of this review should be to ensure that no part of the econ
disproportionate share, leading to distortions and inefficienc in the over 11
the taxation system does not create negative pressure on housin su I h Id 'objective. '

State of the Industry
While the east coast of the country has witnessed record levels f t
building cycle in the Northern Territory has followed a far more convent' I t
levels of new home building coinciding with lacklustre economic rowth.

After riding the commodity boom for almost a decade, the reduction ' ' ' I
has weighed heavily on the Territory's economic growth. Residential b 'Id' k
20/2/13, coinciding with the peak of the mining investment boom. Th' d
short-lived. g s

In the years since the peak of the housing boom the NT has posted econom' h
2.5 per cent per year, well below the territory's decade average of 3.9 er t. O
annual housing starts have fallen by 58 per cent.

Looking ahead, forecasters project the rate of economic growth in the NT t h
cent in 20/7/18. This is unlikely to provide much support for an jin ro t '
in the short term, but a projected improvement in economic rowth in 20/8/19
for optimism.

. The level of detached house starts in 20/7/18 is forecast to be 13.8 I20/6/17. an in

Looking further ahead, detached house starts are forecast to incr b 2
2018/19 as activity recovers from the low point of the c cle. A funh t
of 19.2 per cent is projected for 20/9/20.

Multi-units are a volatile part of home building landscape in the NT. Mult'- I ' '
main contributorto the boom in starts backin 20/2/13, havin fallen b 83
peak multi-unit starts are projected to make material in roads on a recove 2017/

. Multi-unit starts are forecast to remain volatile and recover from the I d

.

.
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Stamp Duty
On its journey from vacant land to finished dwelling, a new home rt
taxation tollgate numerous times. In many instances, stain d t
transactions occur during the new dwelling's life cycle.

The Australia's Future Tax System report, commonly referred t th
that among the vast array of taxes paid by the housin sector, b h 'inefficient. , em were highly

HIA acknowledges that the rate of Stamp Duty charged in the T I
in the country. However, research conducted for HiA b the Cent f I '
and Independent Economics (IE) demonstrates that while a number of t " ' '
distortion ary, Stamp Duty is unequivocally the most distortion ar t h '
entire economy. It has a very high economic cost. '

As a transaction cost on housing, stamp duties lock home own ' t
Home owners should be able to, in a relatively costless manner, 11 th
purchase another property that is more attune to their needs a I'f
bigger home as the family grows or a smaller home as the chid I "'
independently). This allows available housing stock to be used in its in, t ff- - ' O iVe
In a similar manner, stamp duties act as a constraint on labour in b'It . Th
on buying and selling a home act as a barrier to home owners in I
employment or, in some cases, moving to gain employment at all.

Research undertaken for HIA by IE demonstrates that a ran e f I'
stamp duty all provide a substantial increase in living standards. S h f ' ' '
by reducing reliance on a tax that has large disincentive effe t . Th ' '
compelling results, which reflect the fact that stamp dut has th h' h '
any tax in Australia. This research also confirms that abolish'
considered within a range of policy scenarios, has the Iar est ' t ' ' "rents. , or a lityofhousing
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There is no easy path to abolishing stamp duty. Such reform is, neverth I ,
necessarily involve a move to a considerably broader-based tax. It is jin on t t
reform does bring considerable benefit.

Supporting small business through the taxation system
The backbone of Australia's residential building Industr is the s 11 f ^
business, responsible for their own work, setting their own hours and ino ' fl bl
Working predominantly on a contract basis is the incentive these sin 11 b
to the highest standards. '

Small businesses dominate the residential building in dustr and are th k
and employment of apprentices for the broader building and construction ' d t ' '

HIA acknowledges that the Territory has a comparatively hi h tax free th h Id 'tax. n o payro

However over the last decade government policy at all levels has er d d th '
contracting businesses as the engine room of home buildin . In a ms d d ,
targeted at broadening their revenue bases, Commonwealth, state and t 't '
progressive Iy 'deemed' that many classes of contractors should be cov d b
previously only ever applied to employees. At a federal level this has incl d d t ,
while states and territories have also spread the coverage of a roll t t '
share of small businesses in their net '

If Australia is to remain at the international forefront of residential b 'Id' ' '
constriction of small contracting businesses must not just be sto ed, b t d.
tax system with respect to small business to reduce complexit would d
enterprise. '

Payroll tax is a disincentive to employ staff and should be abolished. It I' ' '
independent contracting arrangements through deeming provisions is c t d '
of inefficient taxes such as payroll tax should be considered as art f
broadening the tax base.

How important is it to reform taxes to boost economic rowth?
Independent research commissioned by HIA clearly demonstrates th t ' ' '
residential building not only benefits the sector itself, but also th d
achieving this aim is the need to reform the inefficient and dis ro on' t I h'
on housing. Higher productivity in residential building generates a 't'
mining, manufacturing and the rest of the economy includin the ex ort t

As an example a 1.0% increase in productivity in residential buildin n t' 11 "
$860 million and $1.15 billion worth of additional economic antivit ,
state of the labour market. The flow-on impact to the wider econom is bet ' 4.1
additional economic activity for every dollar of activity in residential bu'Id'

Taxation, and by extension its impact on housing affordabilit , can h '
workforce participation. One of the distortions caused b the level f t t'
impact on the ability of people to relocate to respond to em 10 merit o F1 't'

In 2014 the Productivity Commission found that a well-functionin h ' '
mobility and efficient allocation of resources across the econom .

It noted that previous inquiries undertaken by the Commission hav I
stamp duties with a more efficient form of taxation, such as a broad b d t , ' '
and efficiency in the housing market. The Commission stated that a fl bl
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will also support geographic labour mobility, allowing more workers to move to areas with bett
employment opportunities.

The OECD has noted that among their member nations, Australia has the fourth hi h t t t'
costs on houses at just under 14 per cent of property value. The OECD also hi hli hts th
problems that high property transaction costs cause in terms of reduced residential act' 't d
labour mobility.

The existing tax system therefore creates disincentives for Australians to relocate 'to the areas wh
their skills are most in demand. This is a key example of the current tax s stern co t ' '
Australia's productivity growth. Encouraging workforce participation is o1n to be increa I
important in coming decades. The core projection in the Intergeneration al Re on is that the rat' f
the working aged population to those aged over 65 will decline from 4.5 to 2.7. While this fi or
contentious, clearly the ratio is going to exhibit a downward trend. Eliminatin the Iar e restrict' t
labour mobility created by stamp duty would be a very positive reform to encoura e increa d
workforce participation.

Stamp duty is the most prominent example of a tax that fails the axioms of o0d tax o1ic . Th'
largely due to:

. the broader 'reach' of this inefficient tax in terms of it reducing the abilit of hous h Id ' t
make a preferred housing choice; and

. restraining labour mobility

Abolishing stamp duty on conveyances should be a top priority for tax reform. It would res It '
substantial gain in household living standards by reducing artificial barriers to both inve t'
housing and to moving when people's housing needs change. It would also make housin more
affordable for both renters and owner-occupiers.
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